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The Petitioner. a
researcher.
See
~ 1153(b)( 1 )(B).
nationals who can

SGmiconductor manufacturer. seeks to classify the Beneficiary as an outstanding
Immigration and Nationality Act (the Act) section 203(b )( 1)(B). 8 U.S. C.
This first preference classification makes immigrant visas available to foreign
demonstrate international recognition as outstanding in their academic field.

The Director of the Nebraska Service Center denied the petition. concluding that the record did not
establish. as required. the Beneficiary's international recognition as outstanding.
On appeal, the Petitioner resubmits evidence already in the record and asserts that it met its burden
of proof.
Upon de novo review. we will sustain the appeal.

I. LAW
The statute requires that beneficiaries under this immigrant visa classification should stand apart in
their academic area through eminence and distinction based on international recognition. A
petitioner can establish a professor or researcher·s eligibility through providing initial qualifying
documentation for at least two of six categories of specific objective evidence. A beneficiary \vho
meets the antecedent requirements must also be recognized internationally within the academic field
as outstanding.
Specifically. section 203(b)(l )(B)(i) of the Act provides that a foreign national is an outstanding
professor or researcher if:
(i)

the alien is recognized internationally as outstanding m a specific academic
area.

(ii)

the alien has at least 3 years of experience
academic area. and

(iii) the alien seeks to enter the United States--

111

teaching or research

111

the

.
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(I)

for a tenured pos1t10n (or tenure-track position) within a university or
institution of higher education to teach in the academic area.

(II)

for a comparable position with a university or institution of higher education
to conduct research in the area, or

(Ill) t(n a comparable position to conduct research in the area with a department.
division. or institute of a private employer. if the department. division. or
institute employs at least 3 persons full-time in research activities and has
achieved documented accomplishments in an academic lield.
The regulation at 8 C.F.R. ~ 204.5(i)(3)(i) states that a petition for an outstanding professor or
researcher must be accompanied by '"[e ]vidence that the professor or researcher is recognized
internationally as outstanding in the academic lield specified in the petition.'· The petitioner must
provide initial qualifying documentation for the beneficiary that meets at least two of the six
regulatory criteria listed at 8 C.F.R. § 204.5(i)(3)(i)(A)-(F) (including items such as awards.
published material in certain media. and scholarly articles). The submission of evidence relating to
1
at least two criteria does not, in and of itself: establish eligibility for this classilication.
Finally. the regulation at 8 C .F.R. § 204.5(i)(3 )(ii) provides that a petition for an outstanding
professor or researcher must be accompanied evidence that the foreign national has at least three
years of experience in teaching or research in the academic tield. In addition, experience in teaching
or research while working on an advanced degree will only be acceptable if the individual has
acquired the degree, and if the teaching duties were such that he or she had full responsibility for the
class taught or if the research conducted toward the degree has been recognized within the academic
field as outstanding. IJ.

II. ANALYSIS
The Petitioner is a semiconductor manufacturer supported by facilities for research. development,
patent applications.
of which
and design enablement. Its documented achievements include
have been granted . and it boasts leading edge technology and best-in-class devices . The Petitioner
offered the Beneficiary a permanent position as part of its acquisition of
That company hired the Beneficiary as a Patterning Development Engineer and the Petitioner
continues to employ him in that position under the title principal engineer. process engineering.
1

See /vfatfer of Chmrath e, 25 J&N Dec. 369, 376 (AAO 20 I0) (holding that the ''truth is to be determined not by the
quantity of evidence alone hut by its quality'' and that U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services examines "'each piece
of evidence for relevance, probative value, and credibility, both individually and within the context of the totality of the
evidence, to determin e whether the fact to be proven is probably true."); see also A·a:arian v. USC/.'), 596 F.3d I I 15 (9th
Cir. 20 I 0) (discussing a two-part review where the evidence is first counted and then, if satisfying the required number
of criteria. considered in the context of a tina! merit s determination). The immigrant visa classification at iss ue in
Ka:arian. section 203(b )(I )(A) of the Act. requires qualifying evidence under three criteria whereas the classification at
issue in this matter, section 203(b )(I )(8) of the Act requires qualifying evidence under only two criteria.
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discusses some of the
a colleague who also transferred from
presentation
at a conference.
Beneficiary's experiments and a recent manuscript accepted for
confirming the research nature of the position .
The Beneficiary received hi s Ph.D. degree in optical science and engin eering from the
before joining
Among other
and then worked tor
accomplishments, hi s references praise hi s self-calibration technique tor the random ball test f()r
optical profilometry. According to
director of
in The Netherlands.
optical protilometry is a technique that provides high resolution measurements in many field s. The
Beneficiary's innovation measures a collection of random patches on the surface of a ball. averaging
out the imperfections. The Director found that, based on the evidence of peer-review and
authorship, the Beneficiary met the judging and scholarly articles criteria at 8 C.F.R.
§ 2041.5(i)(3)(iii)(D), (F). At issue is whether the evidence in the aggregate corroborates that he is
internationally reco gnized as outstanding.
The Beneficiary's peer-review experience and articles demonstrate hi s recognition in the field . He
has reviewed numerous manuscripts tor nine different journals. Those numbers show a consistent
interest in his views hom multiple high ranking journals. His publication and citation record for an
engineer are notab le. The citations themselves verify a reliance on hi s work. In a 2015 article in
the authors. mostly based in the United Kingdom, state
that the Beneficiary '·used a random ball test to calibrate slope-dependent errors. within the optically
smooth limitation'" and then conclude that the test ""effectively removes the need for an accurate
sphere calibration by meas uring the sphere at different orientations and averaging the ensemble of
sphericity results." A 2015 m1icle in
by authors in Hong Kong cited two of the
Beneficiary's articles. first tor the proposition that the random ball test may be used to calibrate the
slope-dependent errors in protilometry meas urements and then to confirm his results . These
citations. and others in the record, reveal significant reliance on the Beneficiary's results and are
probative of his recognition.
The reference letters, in conjunction with the above, corroborate the Beneficiary's international
an optical engineer at
recognition as outstanding. For example.
clarifies that she requested the Beneficiary's paper after he delivered it at a meeting she
chaired and that she found it '·very helpfur· to her own research.
a professor at
the
and the editor-in-chief of two journal s. di sc usses the importance of the
Beneficiary's proof tor spherical harmonic functions that shmvs. under certain conditions. the ball
notes that while
error on the surface will be averaged out by randomly rotating the ball.
he was at the
in the United Kingdom. his group cited the Beneficiary
in an article that ··proposed a transfer function model to calibrate instruments by using a similar
realistic microsphere as a calibration artifact.'" The record documents that he cited the Beneficiary' s
work multiple times.
According to
the Beneficiary"s supervisor at
th at company offered him a
position based on hi s work with the random ball test. and. while there, he ex panded on that technique
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to improve the measurement accuracy of the micro lens array built-in fiber connector.
explains that his team ''drew more comprehensive and objective observations in sloped surface
metrology, and discovered that sloped bias can be compensated through [the Beneticiatf s]
findings.'' The record contains
citations of the Beneticiat-y"s published results.
a physicist with the
confirms that the Beneficiary's results ·' inspired our own work on precision measurements and
calibrations of ultra-precise spherical surfaces using interferometry at
an assistant professor at the
notes that in his review article. he
highlighted the Beneficiary's study as important. These letters from independent researchers
confirm his influence. contributing to a conclusion that all the evidence in the aggregate
demonstrates his eligibility.
Ill. CONCLUSION
The Petitioner submitted the requisite initial evidence that, when considered in the aggregate along
with other documentation in the record. establishes the Beneficiary's international recognition as
outstanding.

ORDER:

The appeal is sustained.
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